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The foremost objective of the XMM Cluster Survey (XCS)
is to build a catalogue of serendipitous galaxy clusters,
found using all the public data in the XMM-Newton Science
Archive, and accurately determine their selection function.
XCS has three main science goals:
v

v
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To constrain cosmological parameters through the
evolution of the cluster mass function with redshift
To study galaxy evolution in clusters
To determine how the properties of the cluster
intergalactic medium change with time

X-ray Analysis
See Lloyd-Davies et al. – MNRAS 418, 14 (2011), arXiv:1010.0677
Excluding galactic plane (±20o), Magellanic clouds and XMM-Newton
targeted clusters, the areas suitable for serendipitous cluster finding
sum up to 410 deg2 (280 deg2 of which associated with exposures
in excess of 10 ksecs), and yielded 3675 extended sources

As many cluster candidates as possible were then characterized
through detailed checks of the literature and a Galaxy-Zoo style
programme using data from SDSS-DR7, Stripe 82 co-add, and our
own imaging/photo-z survey (NXS: NOAO-XCS Survey).

Finally, spectroscopic redshifts (261 - using Keck, Gemini, NTT and
WHT data, from SDSS LRGs and from the literature), as well as
photometric red-sequence redshifts (203 - using NXS, SDSS-DR7
and Stripe 82 data), were obtained whenever possible.

XCS Data Release 1
www.xcs-home.org/datareleases
See Mehrtens et al. (2012) – MNRAS in press, arXiv:1106.3056
v

503 optically confirmed X-ray groups and clusters, of which
v
v

464 have redshift estimates (0.06 < z < 1.46)
401 have temperature measurements (0.4 < Tx < 14.7 keV)

v

256 were previously unknown

v

357 are new X-ray detections
of known clusters

Optical follow-up still incomplete:
from 300 to 1700 groups/clusters
waiting to be found among the
orginal 3675 extended sources!
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Fossil systems
17 XCS-DR1 systems with z < 0.25, selected using SDSS data, have been
classified as Fossil (Ponman et al. 1994): their optical luminosity is
dominated by a single galaxy. Some are not groups but clusters!
Harrison et al. – ApJ 752, 12 (2012), arXiv:1202.4450

XMMXCS J130749.6+292549.2

Fossil System Sample

Fossil System Sample

XMM-Newton X-ray flux contours overlaid on SDSS DR7 data

Fossil systems

The fossil systems follow the same optical to X-ray scaling
relations of the general population of galaxy groups and clusters.

Fossil systems

The brightest galaxies in fossil systems have star-formation histories,
stellar populations and metalicities which are similar to normal brightest
cluster galaxies. But, at fixed group/cluster mass, the stellar masses of the
fossil galaxies are larger compared to normal brightest cluster galaxies.

Fossil systems

Moreover, the fossil galaxies are found to contain a significant fraction of
the total optical luminosity of the system within 0.5R200, as much as
85%, compared to the non-fossils, which can have as little as 10%. Our
results support the hypothesis that fossil systems formed early and in
the highest density regions of the Universe and that fossil galaxies
represent the end products of galaxy mergers in groups and clusters.

XCS – Planck overlap
In Viana et al. – MNRAS 422, 1007 (2012), arXiv:1109.1828 – we
identified 15 XCS-DR1 galaxy clusters expected to be detected by Planck
(three of which are already present in the Planck ESZ catalogue).
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XCS – Planck overlap
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At z ≈ 0.1, almost 90% of the galaxy
clusters expected to be detected by
Planck will also be detected by XCS (with
more than 50 photon counts), slowly
decreasing to slightly more than 70% at z
≈ 1 (due to the existence of observations
with low exposure times in the XMMNewton archive).
The XCS will not only be able to help
better characterize the sensitivity of the
Planck Cluster Survey, which is essential
in order to recover the scaling relations
pertaining to the underlying galaxy
cluster population, but will also enable
Planck to recover some information on
many of the galaxy clusters that are just
below its detection threshold in the sky
area that is common to both surveys.

First comparison:
SDSS DR7—XCS-DR1 overlap
25

0.1 < z < 0.3
T > 2 keV
>300 counts
121 sq. deg.

Observed clusters (SDSS DR7 overlap)
Expected means, WMAP7 cosmology
41  6 observed, 36 expected mean
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XCS Update
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Image pipeline: re-calibrated and updated to the latest version of
SAS, and in the process of being used to produce new images for all
the ObsIDs in the public XMM-Newton archive.
Image masking: high background regions, as well as regions
contaminated by flux from target clusters and non-cluster extended
sources, are now more efficiently removed, which will reduce the
number of false cluster detections when we re-apply our source
finding algorithm (XAPA), to all the ObsIDs in the public XMM-Newton
archive.
Source detection: another (larger) wavelet scale has been added to
XAPA cut down on false cluster detections and to allow us to analyze
(nearby, very extended) XMM-Newton target clusters.

XCS Update
u

Source characterization: all NED clusters in the XMM-SDSS joint
footprint have been checked to see if they coincide with an XCS
candidate; the same will soon be done for the rest of the sky and
for cluster catalogues too recent to be included in NED. This will
not only enable the confirmation of new serendipitous detections
(of already known clusters), but will also allow us to build a database
of XCS-Ancillary target clusters with hundreds of entries, which will
be useful for a variety of science studies were knowledge of the
cluster selection function is not a critical issue, e.g. measurements
of halo occupation numbers (using BOSS galaxies - ongoing) and
optical to X-ray correlations (ongoing). We will soon be extending our
XCS-Zoo identification programme using additional imaging data from
CFHTLS, RCS and VHS (and later from DES and maybe Pan-STARRS).

Mehrtens et al. in prep.
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XCS Update
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Redshift measurements: a new non-parametric method to estimate
photometric redshifts has been developed (based on measuring galaxy
redshifts rather than red sequence redshifts), and will soon be applied
to XCS cluster candidates in the SDSS DR8 footprint; ongoing
spectroscopic redshift campaigns using multi-object spectroscopy at
Gemini and Magellan; eventually, DES (and possibly Pan-STARRS) data
will be used to estimate photometric redshifts, which will enable the
measurement of X-ray temperatures for at least 200 XCS galaxy clusters.
Spectroscopy pipeline: now keeps a record of all fits, including for
the IGM metal abundance, using both Cash and Chi-Squared statistics.
Selection function: will be re-calculated as a function of cluster
observables, like flux, temperature, redshift and angular size,
for each ObsID (rather than for a typical XMM-Newton ObsID).

Summary
u

XCS-DR1 is presently the largest homogeneous sample of galaxy
clusters with X-ray temperature estimates, reaches to z~1.5, and
spans a wide range in mass, from the largest clusters to groups:
503 optically confirmed X-ray groups and clusters, of which
v
v

464 have redshift estimates (0.06 < z < 1.46)
401 have temperature measurements (0.4 < Tx < 14.7 keV)

v

256 were previously unknown

v

357 are new X-ray detections of known clusters

www.xcs-home.org/datareleases
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We are already working towards XCS-DR2!

